
How to assemble the #016 Start Gantry 
 

The Start Gantry is a fairly simple build, but some of the parts are fragile and can be broken with 
excessive force. We therefore recommend that you read through the instructions first before 
starting. When assembling each piece it is always best to do a dry assembly first of each part 
before applying glue. The parts are very accurate, but now and again may need slight sanding on 
the lugs to get them to fit easily together. Use super glue for assembly and only apply a dot here 
and there along the mating faces. Push the parts together and hold them in place for about 30 
seconds and the glue will take hold. Have a small modeling knife handy and a bit of tissue as any 
excess glue can often be scraped away easily during assembly. This is particularly important when 
gluing on the letters to the banners. Many of the parts look quite similar, but count the "X" cross 
beams in each part and also look whether the lugs stick out or are square slots in the side. By 
doing this identifying the parts should be fairly straightforward. 

The model is fairly open in construction and can be painted at the end of assembly or as you go 
along. There are options at the end of the build as to how you want the lettering and banners. 
Choose the one that suits your needs and follow the relevant part of the guide. 

Now to begin we will construct the end upright assemblies. Sort out the following parts in the kit. 
There are eight to find and all have lugs on the lower end. In addition find the two bases and have 
these ready. You may also find that using one of the blank banners face down is useful as a build 
platform as this enables you to build the towers flat without the base overhang causing problems. 
Use the banner with the etching face down as should glue damage the face this will be on the 
inside of the model. 

 
 

Take one bottom piece and one base part. It is also handy to take out one of the banners as a build 
platform and use one of the smaller square pieces as a right angle. We are gluing the two lugs into 
the base holes (with two matching lugs). Make sure the parts hang over the edge of the banner 
piece a little so they are not glued to it! Apply glue sparingly and then press the lugs home. Hold 
the square part against the upright part so it is glued nice and square. Support the parts until the 
glue goes off. 



 

 

Now attach the side piece. Each side part is identical. Do a trial fit and note which edges need 
glue, then remove the part apply glue and re assemble. Check the outer corner is formed evenly 
along the length particularly at the other end from the base. You can check squareness of the part 
once more using a square edge. 

 

Now take one of the smaller square pieces (There are eight in the kit) They are perfectly square , 
so any orientation will be OK. There are no lugs here to guide you, but align it with the cross 
beams as shown. Once more check it is square as the part is drying. 



 

We now ad 3 more of these parts up the tower as shown. Each aligns in a similar way to the 
previously assembled part. 

 

Add on another side piece. This is identical to the other side you added  a short time ago. 



 

Now add on the short (4 "X" long) top piece . press it home gently and check every corner is neat 
and square. 

 

Place the above assembly to one side to dry and begin to assemble an identical tower. Once 
complete you should have the following assemblies. 



 

We now have to construct the cross gantry. This is best achieved by constructing from one end. 
Take out one of the end towers and lie it flat on the bench. Once more you can use one of the 
banner parts as a packer under the assembly to keep it horizontal. Take out the cross piece as 
shown. It is 4 "X"'s long and has two protruding lugs. There are two remaining in the kit so use 
either. It important to glue this with the lugs towards the top as shown. The part slides down 
between the side pieces. This can be a little tight. Sand the sides a touch if needed. 

 



Now glue a long side as shown. This is 6 "X"'s long and has no protruding lugs. Glue this in place 
as shown. Double check this assembly is not twisted in any way. This should be easy to achieve as 
the parts are quite accurate. 

 

Place the model as shown and glue on the bottom piece. This is 6 "X"'s long and has protruding 
lugs. There is only one in the kit. Dry assemble first and apply glue when you know which edges 
touch each other. Hold the corners in place until the glue dries. 

 



 
 
Add on the front piece. This is 6 "X"'s long and is the same as the other side we added to the other 
side.  

 
 
Add on the last of the gantry pieces. This part is 4 "X"'s long and has two protruding lugs. These 
face down in a mirror of the other top piece. 

 
 
Once all parts have thoroughly dried it is time to assemble the main parts together. This is best 
done with the bases on a level surface to ensure the model has no wobble when completed. Trial 
fit the parts together. Use a little light sanding if required. Apply glue and assemble. 



 

 
The main gantry is complete. You may want to use this around the track as its is or add on your 
own advertising sign, the choice is up to you. However there are many options to complete the kit 
as a start gantry. Here are a few options for you, there are many more of course. The start light 
holes should fit 5mm diameter LED's available from many electrical stores or online. These can be 
wired up to give you full control over a racing start! Choose an option that suits your needs and 
follow the general build guidelines below to complete your build. 



 

 

 



 

 
 

Attaching letters and banners 
 
We have included in the kit some templates to enable you to assemble the letters exactly in the 
correct place on each banner. We have added in a few extra letter "I" characters as these can often 
get lost in the corner of the box. The "START" letters are aligned using the right and lower edge 
of the template. Align these with the etched border around the banner. You can hold this in place 
and add the letters or use masking tape to hold it in place. We recommend holding it by hand as its 
good to remove the template each time you add a letter. If you don't do this there is a chance you 
will glue the template firmly down. Start with the letter "S". This only goes up one way. Apply a 
few drops of glue to the back and place it in the template. Hold the letter down and lift up the 
template. You now have a free hand to clean off any glue with a modeling knife and tissue from 
around the letter. Once this is dry, make sure there is no glue on the back of the template and 
reposition it.Next add on the end letter "T". Remove the template each time so it doesn't stick itself 
down. Proceed along now to complete the letters. 



 

 
 
The "FINISH" text can be completed in a similar manner, however this time the template is 
aligned with the left hand etched line and the lower line as shown. Once more add the letters one 
at a time and remove the template each time for clean up. 

 
 
To mount the banners on each side of the gantry align the lower edge of the gantry with the etched 
line. The banner can be centralized by eye using the crosses on the gantry, but as a guide it is 
61mm from each end. Position the "FINISH" banner on the other side of the gantry in a similar 
manner. 

 



 
Should you wish to complete the text without the banner behind, this can also be done with the 
templates. Align the template level with the lower edge of the gantry and measure from the right 
hand end as follows. Note the template is not central, so must be measured 64mm from the right.  

 
 
 
The "FINISH" letters can be completed in a similar manner, but this time measure 64mm from the 
left to position the template. 

 
 
 
The last option is to have "START" and "FINISH" on the same side. This can be done by aligning 
the templates to the end as shown below. Place the one template and complete the "START" 
letters, then remove it and place the other template to complete the "FINISH" letters.  
 

 
 



 
 
Using the above templates you should be able to complete the build in any way you choose and be 
able to achieve perfectly aligned lettering. 

 
 
More buildings and Scalextric accessories available from Pendle Slot Racing. 
www.pendleslotracing.co.uk 
 


